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1 
Let X be a rank one symmetric space and let A be the (normalized) Laplace- 
Beltrami operator on X. The spectrum of d consists of the points 
[k + 4>2, k = 0, 1, 2,... 
each eigenvalue occurring with multiplicity 
Nk = yk”-1 + O(~‘J-~) 
where y  and a are geometric invariants of the manifold X (see [2, Sect. 11). 
Suppose now we perturb A by adding to it a Cm potential q. The eigenvalues 
of the operator A + q occur in bands 
A(k) 
i 9 i = l,..., Nk (l*l)k 
where \ Aik) - (k + a/2)2 \ is b ounded by a constant independent of k. In [2] 
and [3] we obtained some results on the asymptotic distribution of the eigen- 
values on these bands. Kac and Spencer [6] and Weinstein [8] have recently 
found a beautiful generalization of these results. Unfortunately one case for 
which these results do not give much information is the case X = S” = the 
standard sphere and q odd. The purpose of this paper is to examine what 
happens in this case. 
Consider the operator 
(-1)” (exp 24A + q)‘/“) - I = W. (1.2) 
We will call this operator the return operator. It is a pseudodifferential operator 
of degree -1, and its symbol can be computed as follows. Let S be the 
Hamiltonian vector field on T*X\O associated with the function (z, 6) -+ j 6 ] 
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and let {exp &} be the one-parameter group of canonical transformations it 
generates. Then 
u(W) = (-1)1/z/2 1 4 ] I (exp tE)*q dt. 
I f  X = Sn and q is odd, i.e., q(--x) = --q(x), then this formula says that 
a(W) = 0; so W is actually of order at most -2. We will first prove: 
THEOREM I. If X = Sn and q is odd, W is of order -3 and its symbol is: 
(-lY2/8 I 6 I3 (1” ( exp tS)*q2 dt - 1 5 I$’ dt L’ ((exp tE)*q, (exp sB)* q} ds), 
(**) 
the bracket in the second term being the Poisson bracket. 
The proof that W is of order -3 will be given in Section 2, and the explicit 
formula for the symbol will be derived in Section 3. In Section 4 we will prove 
THEOREM II. The integral of o(W) over the cosphere bundle of X is equal to 
@r/4 (-l)““)(n - 2) J‘,*, q2d vol. 
In particular u(W) = 0 =s- q = 0 (except when n = 2). 
As a corollary we will prove in Section 5 
THEOREM III. For odd potentials 
1 Xl”’ - (k + o/2)2 1 = O(1/k2). (1.3) 
Moreover, except in dimension 2, the right-hand side of (1.3) can be improved to 
o( 1 /k2) if and only ;f  q = 0. 
We also get some results on the distribution of eigenvalues on the band (1. l)k 
analogous to [6] and [8]. 
2 
Let U(t) = exp(-l)1/2 t(d + q)lfz and let Uo(t) = exp(-l)l~2 tN2. U(t) 
and U,,(t) are Fourier integral operators of order zero associated with the same 
underlying canonical transformation and with the same leading symbol; so the 
difference 
W(t) = U(t) l&(-t) - I (2.1) 
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is a pseudodifferential operator of order -1. Let 
Q = (A + q)l12 - N2. (2.2) 
This is also a pseudodifferential operator of order - 1. Our first goal is to 
establish a recursion formuIa for W in terms of Q. 
LEMMA 2.1. To arbitrary order of smoothness one has 
W(t) = (-1)1’2 I, U,(s) Q&(-s) u!.r + Lt (W(s) - W2(s) + ..a) J%‘(s) ak (2.3) 
Proof. Differentiating (2.1) we get 
i@(t) = (-1)1/2 U(t)QU,,(-t) 
= (I + w)((-- W2 u,(t) Quo(-9). 
Now, to arbitrary order of smoothness, 
(I+ W)-1 =I- w+ w2+ ***f wk+ **.. 
Multiplying the equation above on the right by this expression and integrating 
from 0 to t, we get (2.3). Q.E.D. 
To compute the first term on the right-hand side of (2.3) we need a general 
formula for the principal and subprincipal symbols of an expression of the form 
I’(t) = 1’ U,(s) P&(-s) ds 
0 
(2.4) 
where P is any pseudodifferential operator. Let 8 be the Hamiltonian vector 
field on T*x\O associated with the function (x, 5) + 1 ,$ / and let {exp t-F> be 
the one-parameter group of canonical transformations it generates. 
LEMMA 2.2. The principal and subprincipal symbol of (2.4) are given by 
and 
o(V(t)) = J’ (exp sq* o(P) ds 
0 
%ub(v(t)) = J’d (eXp S-F)* %b(p) fk 
Proof. The first formula is just Egorov’s theorem (see [7J). To prove the 
second formula we differentiate (2.4) twice getting 0 
U(t) = [Lv, V(t)]. 
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Thus (see the Appendix) 
%ub( r(f)> = {%b(dl”), u(v)> + {@“2>, %ub( v)} 
= {I t 1, %ub( r)> 
since the principal symbol of 4112 is 1 [ 1 and the subprincipal symbol is zero. 
Integrating we get 
%ubp(t) = (exp tE>* %ub(P) 
since v(O) = P. Integrating again we get the second formula in Lemma 2.2. 
Q.E.D. 
Finally we need a recursive formula for computing Q. Multiplying the right- 
hand side of (2.2) by A1i2 + q + A1i2 we get 
((A + q)li2 + A1i2)Q = ((A + q)1j2 + AV2)((A + q)V - AV) 
= P + P2, (A + WI 
= 4 + Pa, 81. 
Substituting 24112 + Q for (A + q)li2 + A1j2 we get the formula 
2A112Q = q + [AlIz, Q] - Q”. (2.5) 
Notice that the first term on the right is of order zero, the second term of order 
-1, and the third term of order -2. 
From (2.5) we obtain 
LEMMA 2.3. The principal symbol of Q is 
u(Q) = U/2 I 5 I> 44 
and the subprincipal symbol is zero. 
Proof. The principal symbol of the term on the right-hand side of (2.5) is 
just q; so the first part of the lemma is obvious. The formula for the subprincipal 
symbol of a product (given in the Appendix) together with the fact that 
uSUb(A1/z) = 0 gives us the folIowing expression for the subprincipal symbol 
of the left-hand side of (2.5): 
2 1 t 1 usub(Q) + (l/(-l)““){1 5 1, u(Q)}. 
On the right-hand side of (2.5) the subprincipal symbol of q is zero and the 
principal symbol of the second term is 
l 
U/(-1)““Nl 5 It u(Q)>- 
Comparing the two sides we get Us&(Q) = 0. Q.E.D. 
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Putting together the three lemmas above we can now compute the principal 
and subprincipal symbols of W(t). For the principal symbol we get 
o(W(t)) = (--1)lj2 1’ (exp SE)* u(Q) a!s = (-1112/2 1 e I) js* (exp sE)*q ds (2.6) 
0 
and for the subprincipal symbol 
%b(W(t)) = J:: u(W) a(w) ds = $a( W(t))“. 
Now let t = 2~. Since p is odd, the integral of q over every closed geodesic is 
zero; so (2.6) is zero, and hence so is (2.7). By definition W(~CT) = W, so this 
proves that W is of order -3 as claimed. 
3 
Our goal in this section is to obtain a formula for the symbol of order -3 of W. 
We wiil first of all compute the contributions to this symbol of the terms on 
the second line of (2.3). The only terms which are of order a-3 are 
and 
s 





2rr W2(s) w(s) ds. (3.2) 
0 
The second term can be written as 
- W3(2n-)/3 + -.s 
where the dots are commutators of order <-3. Since W(2n) is of order <-3 
(in fact of order -9 as we verified in the last section), (3.2) makes no contributing 
to the -3rd-order symbol of W(27r). Next consider the term (3.1). This can be 
rewritten as 
Q 12n [W(t), f@(t)1 dt + (W(242/2). 
As above We is of order <-3; so the total contribution of (3.2) to the 
-3rd-order symbol of W(27r) comes from 
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This is of order -3 and its principal symbol is 
(l/2(-1)‘9 1 dt Lt{exp tE)* a(Q), (exp &)* u(Q)} ds 
by (2.6). Substituting q/2 1 4 1 for u(Q); we get: 
(1/8)(-l)1/2 j .$I)” JO’” dt s,’ ((exp tE)*q, (exp sE)*q} ds 
+ (l/8)(-1)“” 1 5 I) I’” dt It (exp tE)*q {l/l 5 1, (exp sE)*q) ds 
0 0 
+ (1/8(-l)li2 1 6 I) jo2n ds jS2m (exp sZ)*q {(exp tE)*q, l/I 5 I} dt. 
The second line of this expression is the same as 
-(l/8(-1)1/2 ] E I”) jo2= dt(exp tS)*q 1” (d/ds)(exp sZ)*q ds 
0 
or 
-(1/8(-l)‘/” 1 5‘ 1”) jo2n (exp tE)*q2 dt 
and the third term is exactly the same. Thus the total contribution of the second 
line of (2.3) to the -3rd-order symbol of W is 
- (1/4(-1)112 ] 5 1”) j2” (exp tE)*q2 dt 
0 
+ (l/8(-1)“” I f  1”) /a2n dt i’ {(exp tE)*q, (exp sE)*q} ds. (3.3) 
We now come to the contribution of the first line of (2.3) to the -3rd-order 
symbol of W, i.e., the expression: 
(-1)1’2 I” u,(s) Q G-4 ds- (3.4) 
We will use the formula for Q derived in Section 2: 
Q = Q(A)-‘Pq + @l-1/2[A”2, Q] - &l)-1/2 Q”. (3.5) 
The simplest term to evaluate is the third term. It is of order -3 and its con- 
tribution to the -3rd-order symbol of (3.4) is 
(l/8(-1)“” j [ 1”) Jba, (exp tE)*q2 dt. (3-6) 
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Next we will show that the contributions of the first two terms in (3.5) to (3.4) 
are zero. For the second of these two terms, this is easy. Its contribution to (3.4) 
is 
(-192&l-1’2 [P, r U,(s) QU, - s) ds]. 
Now we showed in Section 2 that 
(3.7) 
s 
‘= U,(s) Q U,( -s) ds 
0 
is of order -3; so (3.7) is of order -4, and its contribution to the -3rd-order 
symbol of W is zero. 
Finally, we must show that the contribution of the first term in (3.5) to the 
-3rd-order symbol of (3.4) is zero. We can write this term as 
(-11’s/2)4-“2 12fl U,(s) qU,,(--s) ds, 
so it is enough to prove: 
LEMMA 3.1. If q is an odd function on P, then the operator 
P, = 1”” U,(s) qU,(-s) ds 
0 
is ihtically zero. 
Proof. Suppose first that q is the k-order spherical harmonic with k odd. 
Consider the operator, P, , pp a lied to a spherical harmonic, h, of degree I where 1 
is even. We can write 
qh = 1 h, (3.8) 
rodd 
the sum being a finite sum of odd-order spherical harmonics. Now 
Uo(-s)h = e-W++oP)h and U,(s) h, = ega(r+o/2) h, , 
so for P& we get the formula 
U,(s) qU,(-s)h = c egs(r-z)h,. . 
Integrating s from 0 to 2?r, we get zero on the right-hand side. A similar argument 
works if I is odd, only now the terms in (3.8) are even. Since every Cm function 
on S” can be expanded in spherical harmonics, we conclude that P, = 0 when q 
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is an odd spherical harmonic. If  q is an arbitrary odd Cm function on S” we can 
approximate it in the Cm norm by a sequence qk of functions which are finite 
sums of odd spherical harmonics. It is clear from the definition that Pak -+ P, 
in the operator topology; hence P, = 0. Q.E.D. 
To summarize we have shown that the -3rd-order symbol of W is a direct 
sum of (3.3) and (3.6). Adding (3.3) and (3.6) together we get for the symbol 
of W the formula: 
((-l)l’“/S j 5 1”) ($” (exp tE)*q2 dt 
- 1 6 [ /02T dt joi {(exp tE)*q, (exp sE)*q} ds). 
4 
For the moment let X be an arbitrary n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. 
Let w = C dxi A dti be the canonical symplectic form on T*X and let 01 be the 
action form, -C Ei dxi . Let B, be the ball of radius Y, 
in T*X and let S*X be the unit cosphere bundle. Taking d = w A ...n A w 
for our volume form on T*X, we can consider the induced volume form, d vol, 
on S*X. This is characterized by the intrinsic property: 
(dldr) I,fwn Irzl = js*xfd vol (4.1) 
for all f E Cm(T*X). 
We claim: 
LEMMA 4.1. d vol = m A wn--l. 
Proof. It is easy to see that d vol is a constant multiple if 01 A w”-l. To check 
that the constant is right we observe, by Stokes, 
the last equality being by homogeneity. Differentiating and setting I = 1 we 
get the above formula. Q.E.D. 
We will use (4.1) to derive a formula for the integral over S*X of the Poisson 
bracket of two homogeneous functions. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let fi and f2 be smooth functions on T*X\O homogeneous of
degree zero. Then 
s,, {fi , fJd vol = n(n - 1) s,,fs dfl A a~-~. (4.2) 
Proof. Let Hz, be the Hamiltonian vector field associated to fi . Then 
= np-1 s fi fdl A wn--l s*x 
by homogeneity. (In the third line we have used the fact that the interior product 
is an antiderivation of the Grassman algebra.) Differentiating with respect to r 
and setting r = 1, we get (4.2). Q.E.D. 
We will need this formula in a slightly different form. As in the earlier sections, 
let B be the Hamiltonian vector field whose associated Hamiltonian is the function 
(x, 5‘) -+ 1 [ I. By definition S _I w = d 1 5 \ and it is also easy to see that 
(8, a) = - 1 5 I. Restricted to S*X, d 1 5 1 = 0; so we have 
8Jw=O and EJ w”-1 = 0 (4.3) 
when restricted to S*X. Let f be any function on S*X, and let p be a point of 
S*X. Then df, + (E, df> 0~~ is zero when paired with ED, so it is in the space 
of one forms at p which annihilate ED . Thus (4.3) imphes 
df A an--1 = -(Ef)a A o-1 
at p. Combining Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we get the formula 
jsex {fi , f&d ~01 = (n - 1) j fi Efzd ~01. (4.4) 
Now let us go back to the case X = S a. We will use the formula we have 
just derived to compute 
s u( W)d vol (4.5) s*x 
60712713-7 
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where W is the return operator. The most complicated contribution to this 
integral comes from the term 
~02~dtJotds~s*, {(exp t%)*q, (exp sS)*q}d vol. 
We first of all simplify this by writing it in the form 
-Jy=dtlds/s*x 
{q, (exp(t - s)E)*q}d vol 
or 
I s+x h, PP ~01 
where 
p = - Jo’” dt lo’ (exp(t - s)S)*q ds. 
Making the substitution r = t - s we can rewrite the right-hand side: 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
p = - 2rr dts I (exp yS)*q dr. 0 o 
Now let us differentiate both sides of this equality by E: 
&I = - Iv dt f (exp rS)* Eq dr = - In (d/dr)(exp rE)*q dr 
=- 
5 
2n (exp tE)*q dt + 2rq. 
0 
The first term on the second line is zero because of the fact that q is odd; so we 
end up with: 
zp = 2rrq. (4.8) 
Plugging this into (4.7) and making use of the formula (4.4) we get as our final 
formula for the integral (4.6) 
27r(n - 1) JS*, q2d vol. (4.9) 
The other term involved in the integral (4.5) is the expression 
I” dt Is*, (exp tE)* q2d ~01 = 297 js*, q2d ~01. (4.10) 
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Putting together (3.9, (4.8),‘and (4.10) we obtain the following result which 
is the main result of this section: 
Js*x 4( W)d vol = (n/4(- l)i’“)(n - 2) Jr*, qv vol. (4.11) 
This, of course, implies 
THEOREM. Except in dhmsim 2, u(W) = 0 + q E 0. 
5 
The eigenvalues of the return operator are closely related to the perturbed 
eigenvalues 
vjk) = AI”’ - (k + a/2)2, i = l,..., Nk 
of A + q. Indeed the eigenvalues of (A + q)l12 are of the form 
k + 42 + (4%4(1 + O(W)), 
and W = (- 1)” exp 24A + q)li2 - I, so its eigenvalues are of the form 
(77(-l)““/k) $)(l + 0(1/k)), i = l,..., Nk . 
We have proved that W is of order -3 when the potential q is odd, so the 
operator 
T = ((A + q)‘12)3 W (5.1) 
is bounded and, therefore, so also it its spectrum. 
However, the spectrum of T is of the form 
o(-l)“2k2 r&l + 0(1/k)), i = l,..., Nk (5.2) 
so we conclude that 
(k) 
Vi = O(l/ks) 
proving the first part of Theorem III. Suppose now that vik) = o(l/k2). Then 
for every E > 0 we can find a smoothing operator S, such that the LB norm of 
the operator 
T+ 8 (5.3) 
is less than e. In fact we can take for S, the product of -T with projection onto 
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the span of the eigenvectors of A + q with eigenvalues <N, N sufficiently large. 
It is clear from (5.2) that for N sufficiently large the spectrum of (5.3) will be 
bounded by E. It is well known that the operator norm of a bounded pseudo- 
differential operator bounds the supremum norm of its symbol (see [5]); so we 
conclude that the sup norm of 1 [ I3 u(W) over S*X is bounded by E. Hence by 
Theorem II, the L2 norm of the potential q is bounded by a constant times E. 
Letting E tend to zero we get q = 0. This concludes the proof of Theorem III. 
We conclude with a remark concerning the results of Kac and Spencer and 
Weinstein alluded to in the Introduction. These results say, roughly speaking, 
that the asymptotic distribution of the perturbed eigenvalues @, i = l,..., N* 
in the kth cluster is described by the measure 
w* vol 
where vol is the canonical volume measure on S*X and w: S*X + R is the 
function 
w = ((-l)“%r) u(W). 
In their case u(W) is given by the -lst-order symbol of W (formula (*) of 
Section 1). We can show that analogous results are valid for q odd, however, 
a(W) is now the -3rd-order symbol of W, given by formula (**) in Section 1. 
APPENDIX: COMPOSITION RULES FOR THE SUBPRINCIPAL SYMBOL 
Let X be a manifold, TX its tangent bundle, and / T j1j2 = / TX Ill2 its 
associated half-density bundle. If  P: Cm(/ T l1j2) + Cm(l T l1j2) is a pseudo- 
differential operator then the subprincipal symbol of P is defined by the formula 
%ub(p) = pm-& 0 - (113-l)““) c (a2P’+@&) (A.11 
where m is the order of P and P,,, and Pmml are the first two terms in the total 
symbol of P in the coordinates xi ,..., x, . It is shown in Duistermaat and 
Hormander [I] that this definition does not depend on the choice of coordinates. 
For this to be true, however, it is crucial that P operate globally on half-densities, 
not on functions. In this Appendix we will prove the following composition 
formulas: 
(I) %ub(%!) = @) %ub(Q) + ‘=@) “sub(P) + (Q(-l>““)(@), U(Q)) 
(II) ‘-‘sub([p~ 81) = (I/(-l>““)(+J(p>> %ub@)> + @sub(P), U(Q)>). 
Here P and Q are pseudodifferential operators and u(P) and U(Q) are their 
principal symbols. 
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To prove (I) and (II) we first note that in local coordinates we can express (I) 
and (II) as sums of quadratic terms in a(p), U&,(p), a(Q), and usUb(Q) involving 
derivatives of at most order 4. Moreover the coefficients of these terms are 
independent of P and Q. Therefore in order to prove (I) and (II) it is enough 
to prove them for a sufficiently large class of P’s and Q’s, for instance, for all 
differential operators. 
Next we observe that for differential operators there is an intrinsic definition 
of subprincipal symbol: Let P: P(] T ]1/2) + P(] T j112) be a differential 
operator. Since Cm(] T l1/2) is equipped with a canonical (real) pre-Hilbert 
space structure, P has a canonical transpose; i.e., there exists a canonical 
differential operator Pt: Cm(l T 11i2) + Cm(l T 11j2) such that for all half- 
densities 01 and /? in Cs* 
(A-2) 
(Since the product of two half-densities is a density the integrals are well- 
defined.) Now if P is of even order u(P) = u(P”), so (P - Pt)/2 is of order 
one less. One can show 
Us&P) = U((P - Pt)/2). 643) 
Similarly if P is of odd order (P + Pt)/2 is of order one less and one can show 
U&(P) = U((P + Pt)/2). (A4) 
(See, for instance [4].) We will now prove (I) and (II) for differential operators. 
Proof of (I). Assume P and Q are even. Then 
WQ - (PQY) = WQ - Q”P”> 
= +(PQ - PQ” + PQ” - QtP + QtP - Q”P”) 
= P((Q - QW) + QW - f'Y2) + W, 87. 
Taking symbols, we get (I). The proof is similar for P and Q odd or for P and Q 
of mixed parities. 
Proof of (II). A ssume P and Q are even. Then [P, Q] is odd and its sub- 
principal symbol is the leading symbol of ([P, Q] + [P, Q]“)/2. Now 
[P, Q] + [P, 81” = PQ - QJ’ + QtPt - PtQt 
= (PQ - PtQt) - (QP - QtPt). 
64.5) 
The first term on the right is equal to 
PQ - PQt + PQ” + PtQt 
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or 
f’(Q - Q”) + (P - Pt)Q 
and the second term is equal to 
or 
QP -QtP+QtP-QtPt 
(Q - QY’ + Qt(P - P”). 
Hence the difference is 
P, Q - Q”1 + [f’ - Pt, Q”1. 
Dividing by two and taking the symbols of both sides of (A5) we get (II). The 
proof is similar for P and Q odd or P and Q of mixed parities. 
Note added in proof. Widom has shown Theorem III is true in dimension 2 as well. 
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